
From: Hogenson, Todd (GT&D
Sent: 11/16/2011 11:40:28 AM

Doll, Laura (/0=PG&E/OU=CORPORATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LRDD); 
'michelle.cooke@cpuc.ca.gov' (michelle.cooke@cpuc.ca.gov)

To:

Cc:
Bcc:
Subject: PG&E Gas Transmission, Map and file of pipeline pressure reductions as of 11/2/11

Michelle, provided below are answers to your questions concerning the Gas Transmission Pipeline 
Pressure Reduction Map and excel file as of 11/02/11.

On the spreadsheet, can you confirm that is the universe of reductions (and restorations) since 
9/9/2010?

I have not been able to confirm that the excel sheet is 100% complete but it is very close. I’m not aware 
of any pipelines with reduced operating pressure that are missing from this file. The file was first 
developed in iate July, so using August 1, 2011 as the effective date is a good proxy.

On the spreadsheet, what does the yellow highlighting mean?

The segments highlighted in yellow represent changes or updates since the last report.

Can you cross reference for me the black line on the map that is designated reduced per ILI 
anomaly with the spreadsheet? (If it is Line 177A the spreadsheet says it is reduced for MAOP 
validation, not ILI anomaly, so which is it?)

Good catch. We have revised the Map legend to combine Anomaly and ILI/Anomaly in one category 
and then added a new attribute category, MAOP Validation. Revised map attached.

Can you confirm that the purple line (secondary impact) on the map is the same as the 
Dependent column on the spreadsheet?

Yes, secondary impact = Dependent impact.

It would be helpful to receive an updated version of every couple of weeks (at least of the 
spreadsheet), as things move into the restored/returned to normal section since it is being 
updated and maintained already.
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OK. The excel file is typically updated weekly or when significant changes occur. I want to remind you 
that the excel file and map are for “informational purposes only” and it has not been thoroughly 
reviewed and approved to ensure 100% accuracy in ail data fields.

We will work to provide you an update map and excel file later this week.

If you have further questions please contact me.

Todd Hogenson
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